Saarinen, the Finnish cosmopolite with the Norse accent, spoiled all that
mild ill feeling. We became fast friends and had no basis for disagreement
on anything whatsoever. I wouldn't disagree with Saarinen and he
couldn't disagree with me if he would.
Which reminds me: some time ago we met at a railway restaurant in
Chicago—he was on the way to a church he was building in Columbus
and I on my way to a church I was building in Kansas City. He had a
million dollars to do his (his usual luck). I had one hundred and fiftry-
thousand dollars (maybe) to encompass about the same thing (my usual
luck). He asked me if I had seen his design. I had, in a newspaper. 'What
do you think of it?7 he asked,
'Well, Eliel/ I said, 'when I saw it I thought what a great architect—
lam!'
We laughed and he slapped me on the wrist. Well, that's Eliel Saarinen
and that, I am afraid, is me. Saarinen was born and will die—a Finn,
By way of the British, I was born native . . . and I refuse to die.
Speaking of Saarinen always brings to mind the power behind the
throne at Cranbrook, Carl Milles.
Carl is a sculptor—probably the greatest.
In the hall of his house he has the whole wonderful Barberini collection
of Greek sculpture which he bought outright and brought home from
Rome.
He will give it all to Taliesin.
Cranbroofc cannot have it,
I wish this simple disposition of the wonderful Barberini collection were
true.
We were on the way to South America,. .. The old half-freighter
pushed up to the great pier at Rio in early morning—that wonderful
harbour at sunrise I There were a lot of boys (students, I thought) climbing
on board. They surrounded us. Only one (and a half, say) spoke English.
They were a delegation from some seven hundred or more students of
the Brazil Belles Artes, out on what they called (borrowing from us) a
'strike*. The institution was modelled by and on the French, of course.
Latins for the Latins. The Beaux Arts professors of the Belles Artes had
ruled me out altogether by banning my books and forbidding magazines
on modern architecture in their library, together with all of my kind.
The youths were a delegation sent by the student body to ask me for
help.
Would I help?
I would.
'Look out,' said Saarinen. 'This is a revolutionary country—first thing
you know SSSKKK [he drew his finger across his throat]—and it will be all
over with you.'
'Never mind,' I said. 'Come on. Get in and help.' He stood on the side-
lines, however.
But I was soon in over my head.
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